[Morphologic analysis of the coexisting anomalies of the arteries of the cerebral base and aneurysms: clinical study].
During operations of the aneurysms showing anatomical details is the means that leads to the aim, and it is not only a purpose in itself. Data on details that the surgeons come across during their work and which sometimes represent difficulties during interpretations of angiographic findings and planning operations, as well as the intraoperative orientations and identifications of the elements . Frequency of occurrence of such anatomical details and anomalies may be completely different from the one that autopsy series show. Knowledge of this makes the work of surgeons easier and gives a necessary feeling of confidence during operations. Thus, we decided to conduct a clinical, morphological study based on angiographic and surgical analyses of the explored segments of the Wilson circle. The study included 344 patients from the Institute for Neurosurgery, during the period of 2 years; the patients had complete angiographic diagnosing and operative exploration. Our findings confirm differences in localization of aneurysms according to sex. Aneurysms on the front communicant complex are to a great extent associated with anomalies of the front part of the Wilson circle.